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'The light bulb came on
What inspired
the 51 UAH
alumni honored
for lifetime
achievement?

As part of UAH's 50-year
anniversary celebration, the
UAH Alumni Association
selected 51 graduates (one
for each year and one to
grow on) to honor during
homecoming as "alumni of
achievement."
UAH Alumni News
contacted each, asking for
their memories of UAH and
of the special professors,
classes or activities that
changed their lives ...
Continued inside
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A single course at UAH and the
professor who taught it gave Dr.
Kelly V. Grider, '65 M.S., electrical
engineering, the inspiration that he
needed to guide his professional
career.
The inspiring professor, says Grider,
was Dr. Carroll (C.D.) Johnson, a
distinguished professor of electrical
and computer engineering. "He was
so energetic and hard working himself
that he inspired his classes to do
more than they would have done
otherwise."
Automatic controls were Grider's
primary interest when he enrolled in
Johnson's nonlinear control course.
"It was by far the best course .that I
ever took ... I just really enjoyed the
learning experience and the work
that I was involved in at Redstone
Arsenal. I look back and can honestly
say that that was some of the best
times of my life."
Today, he is an engineering
consultant for defense contractors
and government project offices in
Huntsville following a career with the
U.S. Army. He was the UAH Alumni
Association's outstanding alumnus
in 1999.
Ask Reva Johnson Bailey, '68
B.A., English, '74 M.A.S., how long
she has been at UAH and she might
answer, "A lifetime."
She wouldn't be wrong.
Reva Johnson was a senior at
Butler High School in 1959 when she
started working part time for the
University of Alabama's Huntsville
center. Less than a year later she
joined the full time staff and soon
thereafter began work on an
undergraduate degree. She says she
was influenced and inspired by the
people she worked with and those
whose classes she attended, including
Dr. Joe Dowdle, Dr. Frances Roberts,
Hertha Heller, Nan Hall and Charlie
Scott.

During her 40-plus year career at
UAH Bailey rose through the ranks.
When she "officially" retired in 2000
she was the university registrar.
She was also the UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished alumnus
in 2000. She now serves as special
assistant to the provost, with duties
similar to those she performed as
international student advisor.
Bailey says she will continue her
work with the annual harvest dinner,
a tradition she started for UAH
students who can't go home for the
holidays.
And what's next?
Piano lessons.

"In my head I'm already playing,"
she said. "My fingers just don't realize
it yet."
At first, Dr. Elwood "Woody"
Beck, '68 B.A., history, remembered
getting a good education at UAH,
and that class writing assignments
helped him prepare for graduate
school.
"I felt like many of the students
who went in with me had never writ
ten any papers," said Beck, who chairs
the Sociology Department at the
University of Georgia. "They were
sort of lost and I didn't have that
problem at all."

Two of my
sociology professors
... encouraged
me to attend
graduate school/
But there was one other thing ...
"When I was at UAH I was a
mediocre history major," he wrote
later. "During my junior year I started

taking sociology courses and did well
in them. Two of my sociology
professors, Don Tarter and Bill
Gunter, encouraged me to attend
graduate school in sociology.
"Since my GPA wasn't anything to
be especially proud of, they had to
work at getting me admitted with
funding in a graduate program. They
were both alumni of the University of
Tennessee, and UT decided to take a
chance on me. I credit Don Tarter, as
well as Bill Gunter, for guiding me
toward my eventual career."
A member of the UG faculty since
1976, Beck studies the history of
race-related lynchings and mob vio
lence in the South. Recently he was
involved in the production of two
documentary films about the subject.
The first, "Strange Fruit," opened in
Atlanta. The second, a French TV
documentary, will air this summer.
You might have guessed from his
college experience that Glenn
Watson, '69 B.S., biology, would
have a successful political career: As
a UAH sophomore the politically
conservative, U.S. Air Force veteran
was elected SGA president at the
height of the anti-Vietnam war
political turbulence of the late 1960s.
In addition to his political
activities, Watson was also a member
of UAH 's rowing team for more than
two years.
"We'd get up a 8 a.m. and go down
to the Tennessee River and build up
stamina," he said. "Anyone who's
ever rowed knows that when you get
to the end of a race, if the boat was to
roll over no one could move a muscle
to keep from sinking. You use every
speck of energy in your whole body...
"When you get down near the end
and you hear the coxswain call out,
'Pick it up,' there's nothing left. You
can't put any more into it or go any
faster; but you do. It just comes out
of thin air, an ability above your
normal ability."

A successful restaurateur, Watson
is president of the Huntsville City
Council, on which he is in the middle
of his second four-year term. He was
the UAH Alumni Association's
distinguished alumnus in 1984.
"Had it not been for the professors
I had at UAH, I would not have gone
on to get a Ph.D.," says Dr. James
Boyett, '70 M.S., mathematics, of
Memphis. "That time there changed
the future for me.
"Right now I've very happy," says
Boyett, the chairman of biostatistics
at St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital. "If 1 hadn't gone to UAH,
where would I be now? I don't know.
I certainly wouldn't be doing this.
"Listening to Peter Gibson and
watching him, the depth to which he
understood mathematics and the love
he had for it, just translated across.
"In Gibson's class everything was
definition, theorem and proof. To this
day I remember what I was doing
when I finally realized I understood
how to prove a mathematical
theorem.
"He and Jack Horner gave me a lot
of encouragement. I had never even
thought about going on. I didn't
intend to get anything other than a
master's degree. 1 ended up getting a
Ph.D. in statistics."
"As a chemistry major," says
Barbara Askins Kreykenbohm, '70
M.S., chemistry, "all of my best and
worst memories revolve around the
laboratory and Dr. Clyde Riley, who
was my advisor and inspiration.
"The lab work was both exhausting
and exhilarating. I suppose the most
exciting moment was when we
finally got a spectrum on the mass
spectrometer of the elusive ...
molecule that was the subject of my
graduate thesis."
Continued on page 4
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What
we do...

NEWS
UAH Wins

"family friendly"
award
UAH is one of Huntsville's most "family-friendly" employers,
according to the Huntsville-Madison County Chamber of
Commerce. UAH won one of four Family Friendly Business
Awards awarded by the chamber in 2002. UAH and three
companies were chosen because they have policies and
—corporate cultures that emphasize the need for employees
to spend time with their families.

Huntsville author Homer Hickam, Jr.,
presented a free honors forum seminar at
UAH in February. Hickam's second book,
"Rocket Boys: A Memoir," recounting his
childhood in Coalwood, WV, was the basis
of the 1999 movie "October Sky."

Kristen Lonergan, second from
right, joins her classmates at the
2002 UAH commencement cere
monies at the Von Braun Center on
Mother's Day. A nursing major,
Kristen was one of 759 graduates
receiving bachelor's degrees. The
university also awarded 190 mas
ter's degrees and 35 doctoral
degrees.

Two visiting eminent scholars,
Dr. Catherine Elgin, left, and
Dr. Sandra Harding, presented
"Knowing, Understanding and
Science," a series of lectures at
UAH during the spring semester.
A Harvard University philosopher,
Elgin discussed the philosophies
of art and language, and the
theory of knowledge. Harding,
who is with the University of
California, Berkeley, specializes
in how gender affects the making
of scientific knowledge.

Dear alumnus:
In the normal flow of events and
activities around these parts, 1 don't
often get the opportunity to talk about
such-and-such a professor or instructor or
staff member changing a person's life.
When we started interviewing UAH's
51 "alumni of achievement" for this
edition's cover story, however, that
turned out to be a pretty common
theme. We would call an alumnus who
has achieved some prominence or
success, then ask about her or his
memories of UAH.
The responses were mixed. Some
talked about a class or even a specific
lesson that was important or meaningful.
Some remember extracurricular
activities, or the challenge of fitting
school into the schedule with a full-time
job and a family.
And some talked about a teacher
who encouraged or cajoled, guided or
inspired, and through that changed that
person's life. Sometimes memories of that
person's name were a little weak, and
some of those folks have since retired or
moved away. So 1 would check around,
always with the same little tag line: "1
don't often get to give someone credit
for changing a person's life, so I want to
make sure I use the right name."
And when 1 found the right
person and told them what the exstudents said, I usually got the response
that I expected. 1 married a teacher, and
after 20-some years I know how special it
is to have a former student say, "You
helped me."
But that's what we do. When you
trim away the accoutrements, that's what
we're supposed to do. The buildings and
labs, the accreditations and scholarly
publications, the programs and activities
and committees are tools that help us do,
or make sure we are doing, our essential
function: We're here to give each
student the tools to make his or her life
better than it would be if UAH weren't
here.
That's a pretty cool job. If you can't
go home at night and feel good about
doing that, well, there isn't much that I
can do for you.
So this issue celebrates the successes
of our alumni, and congratulates your
classmates, colleagues and friends. But
these are also UAH's success stories.
They are for the teachers, the professors
and the staff members, who made
people's lives better.
Congratulations. And let's stay in
touch.

Phillip Gentry
UAH Alumni News
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Randy Owens, above,
leads country music super
group Alabama before an
audience of more than
8,000 people on the
UAH "quad" lawn. The
group from Fort Payne
provided a rousing
finale to SpringFest
2002, which included
among its other activities
a belly dancing class
and demonstration,
and the "Around the
World Exhibition."
(UAH photos by
Susan Carlson)

Joseph C. Moquin, retired
aerospace executive and
former UAH interim
president, thanks the
university and the UAH
Foundation for a plaque
honoring his achievements.
The plaque is in the lobby
of UAH's Engineering
Building. Moquin was
chairman of the board
and CEO of Teledyne
Brown Engineering from
1985 to 1989, and served
as UAH's interim president
in 1990-'91. He was
cited for his visionary
leadership in helping
Huntsville and UAH
develop.

Author Diane McWhorter makes a point during her
talk at the UAH Southern Literatures Symposium,
"Many Voices, Many Forms." A week after
speaking at UAH, McWhorter received a Pulitzer
prize for her book, "Carry Me Home: Birmingham,
Alabama — The Climactic Battle of the Civil Rights
Revolution. (UAH photo by Joyce Anderson Maples)
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Martha S. Rambo,'71

Joe Ritch,'72

Deborah Barnhart,'74

Dr. J.N. Reddy,'73

Continued from page 1

In 1978, Kreykenbohm received a
patent for a "method of obtaining
intensified images from developed
films and plates." In 1979 she was
NASA's inventor of the year,
national inventor of the year,and
the first UAH Alumni Association
distinguished alumnus.
She recently completed a year
long assignment as a Brookings
Institute legislative fellow, working
on the staffs of two congressmen. She
has since returned to her position as
commercial programs manager in
the NASA headquarters Office of
Biological and Physical Research.
Before joining the NASA staff more
than 25 years ago, she taught physics
at Grissom High School.
"The most glowing memory," says
Martha Simms Rambo, '71 M.A.S.,
management, "was the moment I got
into graduate school. It was quite an
achievement, as many years as I had
been out of school."
A 1948 graduate of RandolphMacon Women's College in Virginia,
Rambo enrolled at UAH when it
was still a branch campus tied to
Tuscaloosa, "before it really got to be
a graduate school."
"When we got our degrees was
when we finally got full-fledged
status," she recalled. "I was in the
first class. I was the only woman in
the whole program and the men
made me lead the class.
"That was a thrill to walk across
the stage. I was thinking I'd just let
them mail me the degree, but the
men wanted to walk across the stage.
We'd worked too hard. Some of those
people are still friends of mine."
Eight years later Rambo was
named to The University of Alabama
System Board of Trustees. She was
the first woman and remains the only
UAH alumnus ever to serve on that
board. She was the UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished alumnus
in 1987.
Although it has been a few years
since Sandra Beckhardt Stencel, '71
B.A., history, graduated from UAH,
there are two special history profes
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sors she will never forget: Dr. Frances
Roberts and Dr. Johanna Shields.
"Dr. Roberts and Dr. Shields were
wonderful teachers," said Stencel.
"Dr. Shields was very helpful to me
and was always so encouraging."
Stencel, who was recently named
associate director of The Pew Forum
on Religion and Public Life in
Washington, D.C., said over the
years she thought often of Shields
and her invaluable instruction:
"I've been tempted many times to
write her and let her know how I
turned out..."
Before accepting her new position,
Stencel was executive director of the
Presidential Appointee Initiative at
The Brookings Institution. Among
her projects there were editing and
publishing "A Survivor's Guide for
Presidential Nominees," which
answers questions about the
nomination and confirmation
process. Stencel also published a
volume of collected essays, "Innocent
Until Nominated: The Breakdown of
the Presidential Appointments
Process."
Earlier, Stencel was editor of The
CQ Researcher, which is published
by Congressional Quarterly Inc.
There she published a series on
healthcare issues that won the 1999
Society of Professional Journalists'
award for excellence.
With Joe H. Ritch, '72 B.A.,
political science, as its coach the
fledgling UAH hockey club skated
to 85 victories and a national
championship in its first three years.
But the thrill that equaled them all
was when the team looked up from
the ice and saw that the von Braun
Civic Center arena was full.
"We never thought it would
catch on," Ritch said when he was
inducted into the UAH Athletic
Department's "Charger Hall of
Honor." "That was as big a thrill
as anything."
Ritch, a business lawyer at Sirote
and Permutt PC, where he is a
shareholder, was the first coach of
the team he helped found in 1979
with his tenacity, enthusiasm and

financial support. Affectionately
known as the "von Braun bullies,"
("We occasionally had a scrap,"
Ritch admitted.), UAH's club team
skated to three consecutive Southern
College Hockey Association titles
and, in 1982, the national club title.
During that time the UAH squad
defeated club teams from Marquette,
the University of Illinois, Indiana
State, the University of Tennessee,
and clubs throughout the South.
"We were entertaining," said
Ritch. "The players had flamboyant
personalities."
He was the UAH Alumni Associ
ation's distinguished alumnus in
1982.
Bored, impatient and eager to
learn something "important,"
Deborah Edwards Barnhart, '73
B.A., English, couldn't wait until she
finished high school to start college.
While she was still a student at
Butler High School, a restless
Barnhart approached UAH Registrar
Nan Hall to ask permission to
enroll in a class at night or in the
afternoon.

Deborah Barnhart makes a point
to liberal arts students at UAH.

"Thank God that Nan Hall wasn't
a bureaucrat," Barnhart said. "She
said, 'Sure, why not?' I started in a
biology class the next term."
Lucky for UAH. When it was time
for Barnhart to enroll at Vanderbilt,

How we
picked 'em
When UAH celebrated fifty years
of teaching in 2001, the alumni
association debated meaningful ways
to take part in the celebration.
Many ideas were considered, including
a banquet, sponsoring a contest,
starting a fund drive and hosting a
special event. One idea stood out:
Highlighting 50 people who exemplify
UAH's high standards, and personify
the spirit and progress of the universi
ty's first half-century.
The criteria for selecting our
"alumni of achievement" was simple:
People whose professional and
personal accomplishments make the
university proud to say, "They're ours."
Lists of candidates were compiled
from nominations, information on file,
press clippings, word of mouth and
dogged research.
The alumni board discussed,
debated and voted on the final group.
The result was a list of 51 outstanding
graduates instead of 50. (This was a
much more difficult process than we
anticipated.) Each will be permanently
recognized with an engraved brick
paver installed near the Salmon
Library.
The popularity of the alumni of
achievement effort ensures that the
program will continue for years to
come. To nominate someone for future
consideration, send a brief statement
outlining his or her accomplishments,
including employment and contact
information, to the alumni office at
alumni@email.uah.edu or mail to:
UAH Alumni of Achievement, 131
Alumni House, Huntsville, AL 35899.
— April Harris
Executive Director

Stephen Zelnak, Jr., '73

John Hendricks, '74

"I was hooked up with Royce Boyer
and the Village Singers, and I really
loved my classes with Herb Francis.
So I decided to stay at UAH."
Bamhart is vice president of
business development for Honeywell
International's Space Systems
division. She is also president and
CEO of Barnhart Interests, Inc.,
which provides resources to various
charities.
A captain in the U.S. Naval
Reserve, she was one of the first
women qualified as a Navy surface
warfare officer, which means she can
command a ship in combat. Barnhart
has had five commands, shipboard
duty on both coasts on three ships,
and teaching duty at the U.S. Naval
Academy.
She was the UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished alumnus
in 1998.

Dr. J. N. Reddy, '73, Ph.D.,
mechanical engineering, is a distin
guished professor in Texas A&M
University's Department of
Mechanical Engineering. Less than
one percent of A&M's faculty achieve
the status of distinguished professor.
Even fewer faculty members can
compare their accomplishments with
Reddy, who has:
• Written 13 graduate-level
textbooks, many with second
editions;
• Contributed to 30 different
book chapters to special
volumes;
• Authored more than 260
journal papers;
• Delivered more than 45 keynote
lectures; and
• Served on more than two dozen
editorial boards of academic
journals.
He earned his Ph.D. at UAH while
working as a research scientist with
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. It
would be his only stint working for
industry.
Reddy left Huntsville to join the
faculty at the University of
Oklahoma. He then taught at
Virginia Tech before joining Texas
A&M University in 1992, where he

Jesse Stutts, '74

became the inaugural holder of the
Oscar S. Wyatt Endowed Chair in
Mechanical Engineering.
"I have been to school at several
places, so I've had some different
experiences" says Stephen Zelnak,
Jr., '73 M.A.S., management, of
Raleigh, N.C. He has a B.S. from
Georgia Tech and an M.B.A. from
UAB, but "probably the experience
that gave me the greatest competitive
advantage was the knowledge base
that I got at UAH.
"It was a unique program. I came
out of there with a set of insights
that I never would have had, a set of
reference points that the people I was
competing against didn't have. It was
the most enjoyable educational
experience that I've had.
"I moved pretty fast when 1 came
out of the Army. I started as a market
analyst at 29 and was running the
third largest company in this industry
at 37, which means I had people
working for me who were older and
had more experience than I did.
What I learned (at UAH) gave me a
way of dealing with that situation
that was incredibly helpful."

'...the greatest
competitive
advantage was the
knowledge base
that I got at UAH/
Zelnak is chairman, president and
CEO of Martin Marietta Materials, a
$1.5 billion-a-year company that is
the second largest producer of crushed
stone, sand and gravel in the U.S.
As a student assistant for UAH's
History Department, John Hendricks,
'74 B.A., history, had an interesting
job: He reviewed films the depart
ment might use in its classes.
"That's how much we trusted
John's judgement," said Dr. John
White, professor emeritus and former

James Crocker, '75

history chairman. "He was helping us
select teaching materials ..."
"That was a terrific job," Hendricks
said in 1988 after accepting the UAH
Alumni Association's distinguished
alumnus award. "I was in the AV
room watching films — good, inter
esting films — and being paid for it!"
He remembered that experience
later, when he was preparing a plan to
distribute educational films. And
those experiences contributed to the
idea that led Hendricks to found the
Discovery Channel, which since its
launch in 1985 has grown into the
Discovery Communications empire
— 33 networks reaching 700 million
people in 155 countries.
While seeking venture capital for
the startup, Hendricks made good use
of the research and communications
skills he says he learned at UAH:
"You can have the best ideas in the
world, but unless you express yourself
clearly and convincingly to the right
people ... your ideas just won't go
anywhere."
A member of the UAH
Foundation board since 2000, he has
endowed a scholarship and a fund to
support UAH's history program.
Stephen Hettinger, '74 M.S.,
industrial engineering and operations
research, thinks the analytical work
he learned during his quest for a
master's degree is serving him well
during his career.
Hettinger has assumed highly
responsible management positions in
the public and private sectors.
Today, he is an assistant vice
president with Science Applications
International Corp. in Huntsville. In
an earlier life, he was mayor of the
City of Huntsville for eight years. He
was the UAH Alumni Association's
distinguished alumnus in 1990.
An operations research course
taught by Dr. Dick Wyskida played an
important role in his career, Hettinger
said. "The concepts in that course
played a part in developing the
analytical management skills that I
used in urban consulting and city
management. Dr. Wyskida possesses
excellent instructional skills and the

ability to make a course interesting
and relevant. He remains a friend and
respected individual."
"When Ben Graves came to UAH
the Exponent did an interview with
him and the headline on the story
was, 'I live by playing tennis,"' said
James P. Smith, '74 B.A., political
science. "I thought, 'Isn't that a funny
thing for him to say?'
"About two and a half years later I
took up tennis and it became one of
the great passions of my life," said
Smith, a circuit court judge in
Madison County. "Looking back, I
understand what Graves was saying.
You need a passion, a sport or a
hobby, to lose yourself in so you can
deal with the stress of day-to-day
pressures."
Smith says Dr. Carolyn White and
Dr. Margaret Bond played an impor
tant part in his academic success.
"Coming from a somewhat
sheltered high school existence, they
opened my eyes and were extremely
encouraging," he said. "I had lots
of good professors, but those two
people had the most favorable impact
on me."
After three years of "working my
way up the chain," Smith was elected
SGA president for his senior year. He
maintained his interest in politics
after law school, serving in both the
Alabama house and senate before
being appointed to the bench.
As much as the professors who
taught his classes, Jesse Stutts, '74
B.S.B.A., management, remembers
the students he met at UAH in the
early 1970s.
"Most of them were like me,
working full time and they had
families," he said. "We had no time
for anything except work and school.
They were more motivated than your
general student population.
"They had to be motivated or they
wouldn't have been there until 10
o'clock at night. We had no social life
as college students at all. We were
totally taking in what was presented
in the classrooms. There was no time
for anything other than that."
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George Kappler, Jr.,
'75
A non-traditional student who had
been out of school for several years
when he enrolled at UAH, Stutts had
a wife and a child, and was working
full-time for his brother's construction
company. Nonetheless, he maintained
a full-time student's class load for 42
consecutive months — and also
managed to earn his pilot's license
in 1971.
In 1977 he started his own
company, Jesse Stutts, Inc., "by
myself, with myself." The electrical
contracting company now has almost
100 employees, and has completed
projects across the U.S.
President of the UAH Alumni
Association in 1991-'92, Stutts was
the group's distinguished alumnus in
1995.

It was one of the largest, most
elaborate (and certainly the most
highly publicized) vision correction
procedures in history, and James
Crocker, '75 M.S., electrical
engineering, was a driving force
behind it.
Crocker has played a key role in
many exciting projects, such as the
design and construction of the largest
astronomical observatories in the
Andes Mountains of Southern Chile.
He was lead manager for the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, which produced a
complete digital map of the northern
sky and is answering fundamental
questions about our universe.
He attended UAH in the early
1970s, when he was an engineer with
Sperry's Space Division in Huntsville.
There he designed both electronics
for experiments aboard Skylab, and
experimental laser systems for the
U.S. Army.
His most renowned work, however,
may be devising the concept and
leading a team of scientists that
corrected flawed optics on the Hubble
Space Telescope. That project
restored Hubble's vision (as well as
NASA's prestige). The no-longermyopic telescope continues to provide
spectacular images of distant galaxies.
These days Crocker leads a team at
Ball Aerospace working on NASA's
Next Generation Space Telescope. He

David Milly, '75

was a key architect in the company's
design team.
"There was an outstanding profes
sor in statistics, and he had one of the
best courses I had in college," said
Ralph Gipson, '75 M.A.S. "He was
extremely young and the class was
extremely difficult, but you learned so
much that it was worth the difficulty.
"As a result of that one course I
was able to do political polling fairly
accurately, just because of what I
learned from this one professor in this
one course. The management courses
I took were good, and the public
administration degree assisted me in
my local government career."
When he received his graduate
diploma Gipson had been employed
by the City of Huntsville for five
years, rising from urban planner to
director of public and employee
relations. Two years later he was
named administrative assistant to
Mayor Joe Davis. He was the UAH
Alumni Association's distinguished
alumnus in 1983.
Gipson is president of CityScapes
LLC, the company developing the
Electric Avenue and Washington
Square projects in Huntsville.
It isn't that George Kappler, Jr.,
'75 M.A.S., of Guntersville, has bad
memories of the time he spent at
UAH. He simply doesn't remember
much of anything from the years he
was taking graduate school night
classes and working a swing shift at
Monsanto.
"That whole time is kind of a blur,"
he says now. "I was pretty well
disoriented, one week working one
set of hours and the next week
working a different set."
Despite the discombobulating work
schedule, he persevered in his studies.
"I thought the master's degree
would give me more career options
for my future," he said. "I had that as
my goal."
The option that opened up,
however, wasn't a move up someone
else's corporate ladder. Instead, in
1976 he started the Kappler Safety
Group. The company has grown from

Bobbye Riggs, '75

David Branham, '76,
'78

its eight original employees into one
of the largest manufacturers of surgi
cal and safety clothing in the country,
with approximately 1,000 employees
and annual sales of about $80 million.

That whole time
is kind of a blur/
For David Milly, '75 B.S.B.A.,
management, the link between his
college experiences and his successful
career is simple: "I think the whole
college experience made me decide
on a career. It helped me make
crystal clear in my mind what I was
going to do."
In particular, Milly credits James
Smith '74, with a key offer at the
right time. Smith was SGA president
and Milly was a legislator, "as a way
to meet people."
"James Smith asked me if I wanted
to run the entertainment series,"
Milly recalled. "And I said, 'OK.' I
think it paid $50 a month and it
came with an office, so it gave me a
place to study and to hang out.
"I'd worked the year before with
the lecture series, when we brought
in Jane Fonda, Howdy Doody and
Moshe Dayan." (How's that for an
eclectic group?)
After being so heavily involved in
productions at UAH, it was natural
for Milly to stay in the business after
graduation. In 1981 he started his
own company, Theatrical Lighting
Systems, which has become one of
the premier technical services compa
nies in the entertainment industry.
Unexpected treasures are what
Mildred (Dawn) Reynolds, '75
B.S.B.A., management, recalls
from UAH.
"You're so busy struggling. You've
got to get the grades, get the degree,
get a good job, raise the kids and
then, in the course of the curriculum,
you get something you love and it's,
'Wow.'
"There was a professor in the
English Department named (Dr. Bob)

Casey Downing, Jr.,
'76

Welker," she said. "His interpretation
and what I read didn't always match
up until he opened it up to me, like a
flower. I'm still quoting from him. I've
loved English literature ever since.
"I had a calculus teacher one term
and I was struggling along and the
teacher says, 'Calculus is just defining
a point in mid-air and how you get to
it.' And I thought, 'Well yeah, when
you explain it that way.' It was a
definitive statement that opened it
up for me.
"As a business manager I'm glad
I took the math in addition to the
business, because so much of business
now is quantitative analysis. If I
couldn't do complicated formulas,
I couldn't bid anything."
Reynolds has been crunching
numbers and winning bids since 1978,
when she founded Techni-Core
Professionals, Inc., a professional
temporary service company.
"The wonderful thing that
happened to me while at UAH," says
Bobbye Hindman Riggs, '75 B.S.,
nursing, "was being allowed to capi
talize on a minor in management."
The dean of nursing, Dr. Kathryn
Crossland, "told me to see Dr. Orba
Traylor for a recommendation," Riggs
said. She went to Traylor's office,
which was filled floor to ceiling with
old magazines and yellowing copies of
the Wall Street Journal. "He said if he
allowed me to pursue the minor in
management, I would not be relieved
of meeting all the requirements in
nursing."
What she learned in business
classes has been useful, Riggs said.
"Management theory ... is essential
to managing the team approach to
health care."
After graduation Riggs went to
Huntsville Hospital, where she was
a staff nurse, head nurse, weekend
supervisor of surgical services and
director of the emergency department
and outpatient services. Then she set
out on her own.
Riggs was founding CEO of The
Surgery Center of Huntsville from
1985 to 1998, and vice president of
the ambulatory surgery division of
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William Waite, '76

Dr. Robin Buckelew,
'77, '94

Columbia HealthCare System from
1994 to 1996. In 1999 she came out
of retirement to open the Community
Free Clinic, serving for six months as
uncompensated executive director.
She was the UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished alumnus
in 1980.
David Branham, '76 M.A.S., *78
B.S., mechanical engineering,

remembers the grueling 18-hour days,
working full time to earn a living
while attending classes and earning
degrees in business and engineering.
He would awaken before 5 a.m.
and ride a van to work during con
struction of the Bellefonte Nuclear
Power Plant, where he would put in a
full day for the Tennessee Valley
Authority. Then it was night classes.
From 6 to 8 and then 8:10 until after
10 o'clock.
Branham saved time by doing his
homework in the van while en route
to work.
"That was a brutal routine, but I
was much younger then," he said.
"The personal satisfaction of
accomplishment was great when I
completed the coursework."
Today, he is chief of the
Engineering, Environment and
Logistics Oversight Office for the
U.S. Army's Aviation and Missile
Command at Redstone Arsenal. He
was president of the UAH Alumni
Association in 1988-'89.
It was a persuasive guest lecture
by Jeff Bayer from UAH's Art
Department that convinced Casey
Downing, Jr., '76 B.A., art, to
transfer from the University of South
Alabama. But it was Jack Dempsey's
instruction that proved to be
invaluable.
"Jack Dempsey was a great
influence," Downing said. "I would
not be the artist I am today without
Jack's instruction."
Downing's art has been featured in
art shows regionally and nationally.
He crafts realistic works cast in
bronze, fabricated abstracts and
carvings in stone.
About three years ago Downing

Cynthia Henderson,
'77

won the commission to create a
bronze monument honoring the 10th
Cavalry Regiment of the so-called
buffalo soldiers. These black troops
camped in Huntsville after fighting
in the Spanish American War. The
monument is to become a permanent
display at the front entrance of
Cavalry Hill Middle School in
Huntsville.
At the same time he was working
on the buffalo soldier monument,
Downing was creating a Mobile
tricentennial sculpture, which was
installed in the city's Cooper
Riverside Park. He also teaches at
Springhill College.
And Downing is eyeing a possible
return to his alma mater: He would
love to give Charger Blue a makeover.
"The focal instance that's clearest
in my memory was one of the more
significant of my professional career,"
said William Waite, '76 M.A.S.,
management. "It was in a class taught
by Dr. John McDaniel, who was
director of the Army missile
laboratory for many years.
"John was a good ol' boy, and when
he finished with his stories about
growing up in Alabama and working
with the von Braun rocket team, he
took some pains to explain his ideas
about conceiving of organizations as
systems and the opportunity to use
the concepts and techniques of
systems engineering to build and
operate organizations.
"The light bulb came on. I
thought, 'Oh yeah, I get it.'

'Some of those
'Ah ho!'
moments are pretty
precious.'
"Some of those 'Ah ha!' moments
are pretty precious.
"Since that time I've had lots of
opportunities when I thought about
that metaphor of organizations as
systems. It has turned out to be a

Karol B. Kapustka,
'77, '94

Hugh Wilburn, '77

useful metaphor many times. And it
is an example of the way in which
UAH mixes its students and the
assets in the community to generate
outcomes that are, in some respects,
unusual and desirable."
Waite is president of AEgis
Technologies Group, Inc., the compa
ny he co-founded in 1988.
Dr. Robin Browne Buckelew, '77
M.S., mechanical engineering, '94
Ph.D., industrial and systems
engineering, sees tremendous value in

cutting edge technologies, particularly
when it comes to America's freedom.
As director of the Missile
Guidance Directorate for the U.S.
Army at Redstone Arsenal, it is her
responsibility to conduct research and
develop technologies that can be
integrated into missile defense systems
to protect the U.S.
"The biggest effect UAH has had
on my career," she said, "has been
allowing me to develop a level of
technical credibility I could have
achieved in no other way." She says it
was impossible to see that while
attending classes, but she has seen the
value often during her civilian career
with the Army.
"One of my fondest memories,
although it wasn't fun at the time,
was working at control systems engi
neering labs until 2 a.m. with my lab
partners," she says wistfully. "We were
using those old analog computers with
the constantly malfunctioning parts."
Buckelew was the first woman
inducted into the Alabama
Engineering Hall of Fame. She was
the UAH Alumni Association's
distinguished alumnus in 1996.
As a nursing student at UAH,
Cynthia Henderson, '77 B.S.,
nursing, was part of the first class

to take classes in the new Nursing
Building. But more important than
the facility was the guidance she
received from Dr. Katherine
Crossland, who was then UAH's dean
of nursing.
"Dr. Crossland was my role model,"
said Henderson, who is president and
nurse practitioner for Henderson

Health Care Consultants. "She was
always one of those people you look
up to." (Henderson later taught
nursing classes at The University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa, because
Crossland asked her to.)
When she was a student, UAH's
nursing curriculum combined many
disciplines into one course of study,
Henderson said. "Back then, we had
to be self-directed and diversified."
Those traits have served
Henderson well. Her consulting
company advises doctors and nurses
preparing legal cases. On weekends
she is a nurse in Huntsville Hospital's
dialysis center. She is also active in
the Paint Rock Valley Wilderness
Program for Three Springs, a service
for troubled adolescents.

The Alabama Nurses' Association's
1991 outstanding nurse practitioner,
Henderson was also clinic manager
and nurse practitioner for a rural
health center in Jackson County.
Her next goal?
To own her own clinic.
As a data analyst at Huntsville
Hospital, Karol Burson Kapustka,
'77 B.S. and '94 M.S., nursing,
looks at health care by the numbers.
She collects data on each surgical
case, comparing patient outcomes,
which supplies are used, costs and
revenue.
"I enjoy working with numbers,
running reports and giving the
managers data to assist in decision
making," she said. Since Huntsville
Hospital is a member of the Volunteer
Hospitals of America, Kapustka shares
data with other hospitals and
compares Huntsville Hospital to
similar institutions.
"I really liked the statistics and
research classes at UAH," she said.
"UAH helped prepare me for my
current job."
Formerly director of nursing
operations at Huntsville Hospital, she
is serving a second term on the UAH
Alumni Association's board and was
elected vice president in 2001. In the
past she served as the liaison for
UAH nursing students completing
clinical tours at Huntsville Hospital.
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John "Bill"
Kilpatrick, '78
She was the UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished alumnus
in 1981.
Art Department trips to New York
opened his eyes, but it was a library
class at UAH that changed his life,
says Hugh Wilburn, '77 B.A., art.
"Jeff Bayer organized trips for art
students to New York City," said
Wilburn, librarian and assistant dean
for information services at the Frances
Loeb Library in the Harvard
University Graduate School of
Design. "Those trips were a real
revelation. For someone who had
been studying art to suddenly see
the works we had been studying, to
see the huge contrasts in scale; you
wouldn't see that in a book. Those
trips built on what we had learned,
but opened our eyes in a different way.
"I realized from my studio classes
that I liked making art, but I didn't
want to make my living doing it.
About that time I took a course
taught by Elizabeth Bailey Pollard,
who was the art librarian at UAH.
She had published a book on art
bibliography. I loved this organization
of knowledge surrounding art and
architecture.
"The light went on. I thought,
'This is something I can do.' This
way, I get to work with people who
are studying art, architecture and
its history, in a way that suits my
talents."
UAH's unique academic calendar
kept John "Bill" Kilpatrick, '78
M.A.S., management, from getting
home early during the mid 1970s.
"We were on the semester system,
but we operated on quarters," he
recalled. "So to get the time in, the
classes were at night for three hours.
"It made for some long evenings."
An engineer when he enrolled in
the business school, Kilpatrick says
the graduate coursework he took at
UAH "established some views of
management and dealing with people
that have lasted through my career."
As director of the Engineering
Directorate at NASA's Marshall
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George Purvis, '78

Space Flight Center, he supervises
700 civil servants, and between 500
and 600 contractors "who live with
us on site."
"We're the largest organization
within Marshall," Kilpatrick said.
"The vast majority of my time deals
with management issues, providing
the resources and working the budgets
to allow others to do engineering."
Freedom and proximity were both
important to George Purvis, '78
M.S., physics, during his academic
career at UAH.
"I really enjoyed my time at UAH,
being near Marshall Space Flight
Center, where I was a co-op student,
then continuing that in the lab," he
said. "Dr. (Larry) Smalley, who was
chairman of the Physics Department,
allowed us the freedom to do what we
wanted to do. We had rigorous classes,
but freedom."
In 1990 Purvis was working with
UAH again, as program manager for
the company that provided rockets
for sub-orbital missions managed
by UAH.
"That helped companies get started
on a commercial flight services basis,"
he said. "That gave us a big push."
As president of Endeavour, Inc.,
in Lihue, Hawaii, Purvis prepares to
take commercial space flights to the
next step: Tourism, beginning with
suborbital flights. "There does appear
to be a market for people willing to
pay for a suborbital ride," he said.
"That whole industry is in its infancy,
but I think it's going to work out."
Purvis was the UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished alumnus
in 1991.
When Kathy Chan, '79 B.A.,
French, and '81 B.A., art, enrolled
her youngest child in grade school
she decided the time was right to
continue her education as well: "My
husband (Dr. Tony Chan) was a
physics professor at UAH and all
three children were in school during
the day."
Her first degree, in languages, was
for her father, Chan said in an earlier

Kathy Lu Chan,
'79, '81

Frank L. Collazo,
'79, '82

interview. "When I was a young girl
my desire was to be a fashion designer, \
as well as an artist. My father advised
against it. He wanted me to study
literature and languages.
"When I graduated the second time
and received my art degree, well, that
one was for me."
As owner of Germano Gallery in
Huntsville, Chan designs and crafts
custom jewelry. She has received
numerous honors for jewelry designs,
including 14 international awards.
She was a 1999 recipient of the
National Conference for Community
and Justice Award.
Chan has designed for UAH three
elaborate pieces of jewelry, which are
on permanent display at UAH's M.
Louis Salmon Library. She also
designed pins used in fund raising
projects at Hospice Family Care and
the Huntsville Botanical Garden.
She was the UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished alumnus
in 1994.
In many ways, Frank L. Collazo,
'79 B.S., management, and '82
M.A.S., of Madison, was a typical
student at UAH; a military veteran
with a family, a full-time job and a full
class load.
"During that time I was at one of
three places," he says. "I was working,
going to school or sleeping. It was all
I could do to keep my head above
water. And I remember that when you
go into grad school there's a hell of a
lot of reading to do. But I think that
overall it was a great experience.
"Since then I've gone to some
'charm schools' at Harvard, and
everything I saw up there I had
already learned at UAH."
After several years as a postal
inspector in Miami, Collazo went to
work for his father at COLSA Corp.
in 1987. Today he is president of both
FJC Growth Capital Corporation,
which manages an $8 million fund,
and FCA Properties, Inc.
The foundation of the thriving
sorority and fraternity system at UAH

Patricia M. Currie,
'79

'Well bless
his heart'
Elizabeth Bailey Pollard knew that
one of her former students at UAH,
Hugh Wilburn, '77, is a librarian and
associate dean at Harvard University.
She didn't know that he was
named one of UAH's 51 "alumni of
achievement" — or that Wilburn
credits her class with the inspiration
for his successful career.
"Well bless his heart," said Pollard,
an associate professor emerita who
served on the library faculty from
1970 to 1996. "I'm glad it did some
good. When you're teaching a class
you wonder sometimes if you're
making the material interesting
enough.
"Apparently I did. I think that's
great."
After she retired Pollard moved
with her husband, Grosvenor, to
Anadarko, OK. When they aren't
dancing with a Kiowa gourd dance
group, she develops web sites for
various Indian groups through her
company, Smoke Signals Enterprises
(www.smokesig.com).
An on-line petition drive that she
started led to five bills in Congress to
award Congressional gold medals to
all of the World War II Indian "code
talkers" from all of the tribes that were
involved.
"The Navajo got all the publicity,
but there were code talkers from
several tribes," said Pollard.
is a legacy that Patricia McQueen
Currie, '79 B.S., management, was
proud to leave behind.
"We were the charter groups of the
Greek system" she said. She pledged
Chi Omega and was an ATO little
sister. "That was when the Greek
system came onto the campus, three
sororities and three fraternities. I was
a sophomore at the time. I think that
put a social aspect to the campus that
maybe wasn't there before."
Currie knew when she arrived at
UAH that she wanted a career in
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James L. Jennings,
79

hospital and health management.
Today she is CEO of the Spring
Branch Medical Center, a 400-bed
hospital in Houston, Texas.
"I have used a lot of what I learned
in the management courses at UAH,"
she said. "So often people assume that
my background is nursing. But I think
all of that management background
is more helpful. A lot of the manage
ment theories that we learned keep
popping up."
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Dr. Marcus
Bendickson, '80
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Quiet time in the UAH library is
what James Lewis Jennings, '79
M.A.S., remembers.
"I guess the fondest memories were
coming to the library every Sunday
afternoon to study for the next week's
classes and write papers," he said.
"Every Sunday evening I'd go to the
library. That was a pretty good time.
"Another good memory was the
interaction we had in the classes.
Learning from the other members
of the class was as rewarding as the
information you got from the books.
Most of the graduate students were
older and had full-time jobs, so you
could draw from all the experiences
they had out in their jobs.
"And the oral presentation that
you had to have to graduate, man,
that was pretty interesting, to have
the interaction with the panel that
had to decide whether you had
learned enough to graduate. I actually
enjoyed that, once you had done all
the work to get ready for it."
An employee in the comptroller's
office at NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center while he was in school
at UAH, Jennings is the associate
director for business affairs of NASA's
Kennedy Space Center in Florida.
For Dr. Marcus Bendickson, '80
Ph.D., electrical engineering,
enlightenment came from a course
taught by Dr. Robert Polge and Dr.
Carroll Johnson.
"I had a project at work that
involved the modeling and analysis
of a sensor system on top of a tank
turret," he explains. "The antenna
moved in two dimensions, the turret
rotated, hydraulic systems and electri

Cathy W. Nasby, '81

cal motors drove everything, and we
were supposed to precisely track tar
gets with minimal lag and overshoot!
"While sitting in class I suddenly
realized that all this neat theory I was
learning was exactly what I needed to
solve my problem. It wasn't merely
esoteric mathematics to stimulate the
intellect. It had the power to help me
get very precise solutions to a fairly
complex problem."

'...this neat theory
I was learning
was exactly
what I needed ../
The model worked so well, he said,
"we were able to greatly improve the
performance of the system just by
recognizing and predicting how far
the antenna would go past the target
position before stopping. This was
probably my first appreciation of the
power of analytical techniques in
solving real world problems."
Bendickson is CEO of Dynetics
Inc., a Huntsville-based engineering,
research and development company.
He was the UAH Alumni Associ
ation's distinguished alumnus in
1993.
When she was in high school,
Catherine Williams Nasby, '81 B.S.,
nursing, was influenced by her
mother's nursing career, which began
in the 1940s.
Nasby's family moved from
California to Arab in the 1970s and
she soon heard about the B.S. in
nursing offered at UAH.
"My mother encouraged me to
get the bachelor's degree from the
beginning," Nasby said. Her mother,
who had a diploma that was offered
by hospitals at that time, knew her
daughter could achieve more with a
college degree.
Nasby was a staff nurse at Shands
Hospital at the University of Florida,
and a flight nurse in helicopters
answering statewide neonatal

D. Frank Pitts, '81

R. David Crafton, '82

emergency calls through Shands.
She also completed master's degrees
in business administration and health
science.
Since 1993 she has served as
director of children's services at
Wolfson Children's Hospital in
Jacksonville, Fla. Nasby is happy she
chose a management path, because of
the opportunities she has to help
children.
"I believe that in administration I
can advocate for many children at the
same time," she said.
One obstacle stood between D.
Frank Pitts, '81 M.S., physics, and
his goal of taking classes taught by
members of the Von Braun rocket
team.

"I hadn't taken the graduate
entrance exam," he recalled recently.
"To start when I wanted to I had to
take the Miller's Analogies test. I
thought, 'Hey, no sweat.' I had a
bachelor's in physics (from Berry
College), and my nuclear and
astrophysics training requires you to
use concepts that are pretty abstract.
It didn't sound all that hard ... until I
took it.
"One of the first questions was
something like, 'Beowulf is to
Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath as
'
I was lost. I had no clue what the
analogy was about. It was a multiple
choice test, but if you didn't
understand the questions none of
the answers made any sense.
"I think I 'CLEPed' a lot of
(undergraduate) English ... I was
taking differential equations, not
Beowulf. Here I was coming in as an
'A' student with a degree in nuclear
physics and I thought, 'My God, I
can't even get into graduate school.'"
Pitts passed ("by the skin of my
teeth"), earned his degree and in
1987 started Quantum Research
International, which has about 250
employees "spread all over the U.S."
For R. David Crafton, '82 B.S.,
industrial and systems engineering,
choosing a most "endearing" memory
from UAH was easy: This is where he
met his wife, Carla Tillman Crafton.

(The Craftons celebrate their 20th
anniversary in June.)
Crafton heard about UAH's
engineering program from his cousin's
husband, Pat Lawler, an instructor
in the Industrial and Systems
Engineering Department.
Crafton recalls taking his
engineering courses in the "old"
Research Institute, and many of the
students assembling in a large room
at the top of stairs for studying and
doing homework together.
He also credits Dr. Dick Wyskida
with keeping him interested in the
engineering curriculum: "I had Dr.
Wyskida as an instructor for several
classes and he was quite unique. He
had an unusual sense of humor with
a great delivery. You never got bored
in a Wyskida class. He had a way of
getting the material across that stuck
with you. We had many fun and
interesting discussions in his classes."
Crafton joined Silicon Graphics in
1988. Today, he is the national
account manager responsible for all
of the company's business with the
U.S. Army.
He was the UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished alumnus
in 1986.
It will be difficult to find a UAH
graduate who has traveled higher or
farther than Dr. N. Jan Davis, '83
M.S. and '85 Ph.D., mechanical
engineering: The Huntsville native
and former astronaut has traveled
more than 11 million miles.
She has taken her skills and
knowledge to a very high plane, flying
aboard the space shuttle on three
flights and logging more than 670
hours in space.
Since Davis returned to Earth her
career with NASA has taken flight.
After beginning her career at NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center in
1979 as an aerospace engineer, she
currently serves as director of the
Flight Projects Directorate. She is
responsible for developing the con
necting nodes on the International
Space Station, as well as the logistics
nodes, commercial racks, the
environmental and life support
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'85
systems, and Marshall's Payload
Operations Integration Center.
Davis has been named to the
Alabama Aviation Hall of Fame and
the Alabama Engineering Hall of
Fame, and was the UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished alumnus
in 1989.
One of the UAH business classes
that stuck with Grady Gaston, '85
B.S.B.A., finance, of Madison, was
taught by Dr. Stan Banton.
He said, 'If you don't leave here
learning anything else, learn how to
calculate the time value of money,"'
Gaston said. I did. I even memorized
the formulas, all six of them.
He always had good analogies.
One was about discount rates. He told
the story of a man who was paroled
from prison. He has a job waiting for
him in two weeks, and two weeks
after that a paycheck. He goes by a
liquor store and decides he has to
have some today, so he goes in and
robs the place.
"That man has a very high
discount rate. The risk of getting that
satisfaction today is worth it to him."
Those financial lessons paid off
when Gaston and his wife coTounded
Gradkell Systems, Inc. in 1990:
"We've been in the black every year
except the year we started, and never
had to borrow any money except
from ourselves. Last year we did $12
million in revenue, so we've grown
quite a bit."
If experience is the best teacher,
than Molly Gremmels, '85 B.S.B.A.,
management, had an excellent
management teacher at UAH.
My fondest memory was my
activity with the SGA, working with
special events," she said from her
new home in Pensacola. "We did
homecoming and SpringFest. I
became director of the Cabaret series,
and I also worked with the concert
and film series.
I think it was that experience at a
very young age — I was only 19 —
that got me started in management.
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Molly Gremmels, '85
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Dr. James Bradas, '86

Cheryl W. Scarboro,
'86

We had a pretty hefty budget that
we had to manage. I was learning to
network and plan an event. It gave
me such real world experience.
You get it all. You get the political
concerns, doing a budget, dealing
with people and developing a staff.
"I think that was the most benefi
cial thing."
(She says a small business seminar
taught by Dr. Ben Graves also turned
out to be especially useful: "I've used
that forever and ever.")
Earlier this year Gremmels was

'It gave me such
real world

experience'
promoted to associate chief nurse for
primary care for four Veterans
Administration outpatient clinics
along the Gulf Coast from Biloxi to
Panama City.
Like clues in a board game,
everything came together on a
January Saturday in 1987: Jim
Ashburn, '86 B.S. and '90 P' D.,
physics, at his parents' house, with a
nonstandard reference book, because
there was no football on TV.

'Everyone
was solidly
behind me

With time on his hands, Ashburn
used a text with unconventional
numbers for the sizes of some atoms
and ions to tweak a formula he
wasn't sure was worth trying. That
Wednesday a misinterpreted test of a
different compound gave a UAH
research team, which included Dr. M.
K. Wu and C. J. Torng, '87 M.S.,
physics, incentive to give Ashburn's
formula a try.
Tested on Jan. 29, 1987, the
compound's electrical resistance

began to vanish at about 93 Kelvin
(minus 289° Fahrenheit). That was
a balmy 70 C (126° F) warmer
than the previous best known super
conductor. It was the first material to
superconduct at a temperature warmer
than liquid nitrogen — sort of a
superconducting Holy Grail.
While the announcement sent
Shockwaves though the scientific
community, the much-hyped promise
of superconducting electronic devices
has been slow in coming. And years
of legal wrangling followed the
discovery.
Ashburn has moved on to greener,
less contentious pastures: He is chief
scientist at ELMCO, a contractor for
the Department of Defense and
NASA.
He couldn't find a graduate school
near Orlando, Fla., that offered a
doctorate in physics, so Dr. James
Bradas, '86 Ph.D., physics, made the
move to Huntsville.
Through work I met some people
from Huntsville and learned about
UAH and about Dr. Larry Smalley,
who was publishing papers in
relativity," Bradas said. "That is what
I was interested in at the time, so I
arranged a visit to Huntsville."
After visiting the campus and
meeting Smalley, Bradas got a job
with an Army contractor at Redstone
Arsenal, moved to Huntsville and
enrolled at UAH.
"Dr. Smalley was certainly a big
influence," he said. "I really credit
him with my being able to get
through the program. The best
memories I have are simply of the
small classes and the personal atten
tion I was able to get, the support
and encouragement.
"Everyone was solidly behind me
getting through. The school was very
encouraging. I don't think I could
have done it somewhere else."
Bradas is associate director for
missile technology at the Army's
Research, Development and
Engineering Center at Redstone
Arsenal, and a member of the federal

government's Senior Executive
Service.
"The special professors," said
Cheryl Williams Scarboro, '86 B.A.,
political science, "were Dr. John
MacDougall and Dr. Thomas
Williams in the Political Science
Department, both of whom gave me
invaluable advice, encouraged me to
apply to law school, and helped make
my time at UAH rewarding and
challenging.
"For example, they encouraged me
to apply for a fellowship sponsored
by the National Endowment for the
Humanities. I got to spend the
summer of my junior year at Rutgers
University studying political science
with 15 other college juniors from
around the country."

Cheryl Scarboro talked to UAH
sociology students as part of the alumni
of achievement homecoming week
activities.

Active with both the Political
Science Club and the Model U.N.,
Scarboro was also a UAH Lancer,
which gave me the opportunity to
meet members of the faculty, the
board of trustees and special visitors
to the university, including the former
astronaut Sally Ride."
As assistant director of enforce
ment for the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission for the past
year, Scarboro supervises a team of 15
attorneys. She manages investigations
and litigation involving violations of
federal securities law.

W. Allen Walker, III,

James Hudson, Jr., '87

'86

She was the UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished alumnus
in 1997.
"My time at UAH ... gave me the
foundation that has allowed me to
do the things that I've done since
graduation," said Walter Allen
Walker, III, '86 M.A., history,
in accepted his UAH alumni of
achievement selection earlier this
year. "I'm grateful to Dr. John White
and the entire History Department at
UAH for their patience and interest
in me."
Walker is president of the
Shipbuilders Council of America
(SCA) and oversees the organiza
tion's legislative and regulatory port
folio. SCA represents 50 shipyard
companies which own and operate
more than 120 shipyards in 24 states.
SCA shipyards also build and repair
ships for the U.S. Coast Guard
and Navy.
Walker previously served as
president of the National Shipyard
Association and as director of
shipyard affairs for the American
Waterways Shipyard Conference. For
five years, he also served as senior
international policy analyst for the
Korea Foreign Trade Association.
In his speech accepting the UAH
Alumni Association's distinguished
alumnus award in 1992, James R.
Hudson, Jr., '87 M.S., biology,
thanked Dr. Holly Richter.
"She was fantastic," he said later.
"I thanked her for very patiently
taking the top off my head and
pouring in what she knew about
molecular biology. I could never have
done this business without her, that's
about what it amounts to."
"This business" is Research
Genetics, the biotechnology
startup that Hudson built into one
of the world's leading producers of
custom-made DNA for genetic
research.
As or more important to UAH
and Huntsville, however, may be the
things he did that were tangental to

Dr. Richard Amos,
'88, '92

Research Genetics. He endowed a
scholarship, sponsored a teaching
fellowship in UAH's Biology
Department and sponsored the
Hudson Biotechnology Seminar
Series. He supported students and
hired UAH graduates. He used
Research Genetics to attract, nurture
or clone other local biotech startups.
He is a strong supporter of the
proposed biotechnology Ph.D.
program at UAH, and in 1998 was
named to the UAH Foundation
board of directors.
He is carrying on with his civic
improvement campaign with
CityScapes, the company that is
developing the Electric Avenue and
Washington Square projects in
Huntsville.
Dr. Richard Amos, '88 M.S. and
'92 Ph.D., industrial and systems
engineering, has "doctor" in front of
his name, but a more appropriate title
might be "virtual general."
A member of the federal Senior
Executive Service, Amos is com
mander of the System Simulation
and Development Directorate at the
U.S. Army Aviation and Missile
Command's Research, Development
and Engineering Center, which is
responsible for developing and
running modeling and simulation
for all AMCOM.
He previously served as acting
director for the agency's Engineering
Directorate, and was manager of
AMCOM's Manufacturing
Technology Program.
The Huntsville native also serves
on an advisory committee for UAH's
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Department.
"It was interesting to meet some of
the people in my engineering classes,"
says G. Steven Wakefield, '88 M.S.,
industrial and systems engineering.
"Some of them became lifelong
friends, particularly those who are
from other countries."
Wakefield enrolled at UAH as a
graduate student, took night classes

G. Steven Wakefield,

Kelly M. Gaston, '89

and earned a stipend working in
campus laboratories. He commuted to
campus each day, and spent his spare
time with his family. His experiences
on campus revolved around the
Johnson Research Center, and Drs.
Steven Floyd, Sherri Messimer and
Bernie Schroer.
After receiving his master's degree,
Wakefield completed the coursework
for his doctoral degree. But he never
got around to writing his dissertation.
"It appears I'm a Ph.D. candidate
for life," he jokes.
Wakefield was more interested in
becoming an entrepreneur than he
was in writing a dissertation. In 1992
he started Sword Microsystems, the
company for which he is president
and CEO. Two years later he went
to work for himself full time. The
company had $2 million in sales
last year.
After two and a half years of
studying electrical engineering, first
at Auburn and then at Colorado
State, Kelly Mitchell Gaston, '89
B.S., management information
systems, decided, "It just wasn't me.
I needed to do something else."
After a two year break, "something
else" turned out to be enrolling at
UAH in the MIS program, "a major
that suited me."
"I found the size of the classes at
UAH so refreshing," she said. "At
Auburn and Colorado I had several
classes with 200 students in them.
I needed to talk to the professor,
maybe daily, but you had to get your
name on a list and maybe talk to him
next week.
"Well, I didn't have the same
questions next week. At UAH I was
able to talk to the professors. It was
just so refreshing."
In 1990 Kelly and Grady Gaston
started Gradkell Systems, Inc., a serv
ice-oriented government contractor.
"It was an eye opening experi
ence," Gaston said. "We paid our
dues."
In 1995 they started Gradkell
Computers, which develops computer

Steven Glaza, '91

products, primarily for government
customers.
Steven Glaza, '91 B.S.B.A.,
management, had finished three
years of college before moving to
Huntsville, so he wasn't at UAH a
long time. But one UAH class made
a lasting impression.
"The one that had the most
impact was a strategic planning class
taught by Dr. Mel Adams," Glaza said
recently. "It was a highly concentrat
ed, team effort. It required a lot of
work, but it was the most practical
class I took at UAH and the most
closely connected to business.
"It was really focused on under
standing the dynamics of running a
business. We did studies of local
businesses, to give them feedback on
how to make improvements. It was a
higher pressure course as well, with
higher demands and higher expecta
tions. You left that class ready to
jump in and start applying what
you'd learned.

'You left that
class ready
to jump in
"Some of the work was on
presentation skills, how to present
in front of an audience," he said.
"Those kinds of things stick with
you ... no matter where you go."
Five and a half years ago Glaza
went to Rochester, N.Y., where he
is general manager of the storage
division and vice president for digital
and applied imaging for Eastman
Kodak Co.

• Phillip Gentry, Ray Gamer,
David Denton and Joyce
Anderson Maples all
contributed to this story.
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Chargers'

REIN
Junior infielder Melanie Carter was one of four Lady
Chargers named to the All-Gulf South Conference first
team for softball in 2002. It is the third time she has
received this honor. She is joined on the All-GSC squad
by teammates Katie Tillman, who was also named the
GSC eastern division's freshman of the year, junior
infielder Shannon Sims and sophomore designated player
Erica Miller.

Spring Wrap-Up
GSC All-Sports
UAH won its second Gulf South Conference Women's
All-Sports Trophy with strong performances in several
sports. Delta State of Mississippi was second. UAH also
won the trophy in 1996.

Junior outfielder Jessie Inman and sophomore outfielder
Rachel Hamby were chosen for the All-GSC softball
second team.

Ice Hockey
18-18-1 (10-9-1 College Hockey America)
2nd in the CHA tournament.

UAH's Les Stuedeman was named GSC softball coach of
the year for the 2002 season after leading her team to its
seventh consecutive GSC tournament and a spot in the
national top 20 rankings. She also won coach of the year
honors in 2001 and 1996.

Baseball
33-12 (13-6 Gulf South Conference)
Second in the GSC eastern division
Sixth in the NCAA South Central Region
National ranking: 18th

Senior third baseman Jake Mathis was named to the AllGSC baseball first team for 2002. Junior pitcher Brent
Davenport and senior pitcher Matt Jansen were selected
for the All-GSC second team.

Softball
42-19 (19-5 Gulf South Conference)
Second in the GSC eastern division
Second in the GSC tournament
Sixth in the NCAA South Region
National ranking: 17th

Men's Tennis
0-11 (0-3 Gulf South Conference)

Competing in UAH's first (ever) home
track meet kept UAH's Lauren Bussey

Women's Tennis

busy. The freshman from Cullman set
three school records, clearing 8' 11

5-9 (2-4 Gulf South Conference)
Fourth in the GSC eastern division

Track and Field
Sophomore Amy Phillips from Mobile qualified for
the NCAA championship meet with the 11th best
3,000 meter steeplechase time among NCAA Div.
II runners.

3/4 inches in the pole vault, throwing
a javelin 29.71 meters, and then
joining two teammates, LaDasha
Tompkins and Lindsey Dunham, in
clearing 5' 4" in the high jump.
Then, for good measure, she compet
ed in the triple jump.

Senior guard Kim Young became the first Lady Charger
to be named the Gulf South Conference eastern
division's basketball player of the year. She finished her
two-year UAH career third on the school's career scoring
list. She was a two-time All-GSC first team selection,
and lead the conference in scoring last season.
Sophomore forward Zach Carpenter was named to the
All-GSC basketball second team after leading the
Chargers in both scoring and rebounds in 2001-2002.
Four UAH athletes earned spots on the Gulf South
Conference's All-Academic teams. With a 3.84 gpa in
chemical engineering, senior pitcher Matt Jansen
became only the second person in GSC history to be
named to the All-Academic baseball team four times.
Other All-Academic honorees were sophomore Sara
Winn (softball), who has a perfect 4.0 gpa, and two
tennis players, senior Sam Sims and sophomore Nathan
Smith.

UAH junior infielder
Melanie Carter lays
off a high inside
pitch while the
runner takes her
lead off first in the
second game of
the doubleheader
against Valdosta
State. Carter was

Sophomore shortstop Wes Long from Auburn, AL, puts bat on
ball in an April game against Kennesaw State. The UAH
baseball team won 33 games and finished the regular season
ranked 18th in the nation.

For complete schedules, updates and other information, go to:

named to the
All-GSC first team.
The Chargers
finished the season
42-19 and ranked
17th in the nation.

http://www.uah.edu/Athletics/

UAH engineering students attach their 16-foot-tall

John Gordon, center, the meteorologist in charge of the new weather
forecast office in Huntsville, answers questions after being introduced by
UAH's president, Dr. Frank Franz, left, and U.S. Rep. Bud Cramer.
Formerly the lead forecaster in the U.S. Weather Service's Nashville office,
Gordon will lead an 18-person staff when the Weather Service office
opens in the new wing of the National Space Science and Technology
Center. He says he plans to take advantage of the research underway
there by UAH, NASA and others.

rocket to a launch stand before a brief test
flight at Redstone Arsenal. As part of a NASAsponsored initiative, the reusable
rocket was designed and built
by UAH students, and has
reached an altitude of 10,000
feet on several flights this year.
(NASA photos)

UAH receives gift from JDS Uniphase
UAH received a major gift of optical equipment from JDS Uniphase
Corporation of San Jose, CA., in February. The state-of-the-art
equipment, valued at more than $100,000, will be used in UAH's
Laboratory for Integrated Computing and Optoelectronic Systems.

UAH tag team finances scholarships
UAH received $17,208.75 in the first half of the fiscal year from
fees paid by people who buy the UAH license plate for their cars and
trucks. Funds raised though the license plate program are used to support
scholarships for UAH students.

New scholarships endowed
Endowment named to honor Stutts
A $10,000 endowed scholar
ship fund has been created by
the UAH Alumni Association
and named in honor of former
association president Jesse P.
Stutts.
The Alumni AssociationJesse P. Stutts Scholarship is a
salute to Stutts' leadership as
association president in 1991,
when he led the organization's
first efforts toward building
endowments. Today, the
association offers four endowed
scholarships, in addition to
$30,000 in annual scholarships.
Stutts is president of Jesse
Stutts, Inc., a Huntsville
electrical contracting company.

He was the 1995 UAH Alumni
Association's distinguished
alumnus and was an alumni of
achievement award winner
this year.
Endowments are important
because the funds are held in
perpetuity. Only the interest is
used to furnish scholarships.
For this reason, endowed funds
create stability and ensure the
long-term availability of
scholarship dollars. The first
Alumni Association-Jesse
P. Stutts scholarship will be
awarded next year. For more
information, contact the UAH
student financial services office
at (256) 824-6241.

Jean-Marc Plante
scholarship endowed
The Jean-Marc Plante Memorial
Scholarship has been endowed at UAH
with more than $12,000 in gifts from his
family, friends and colleagues. A native
of Quebec, Plante was a member on
UAH's ice hockey team from 1988 to
1992. He was a professional hockey
executive for the Florida Panthers of
the National Hockey League and with
minor league hockey teams in
Birmingham, Huntsville and Salt Lake
City. He returned to UAH in 1999 as
director of athletic marketing. After his
death in 2001, the scholarship fund was
created to support students who demon
strate achievement, and show promise to
become leaders in community service.

Spring Phonathon
gets neW record
The UAH Alumni Association's spring
phonathon set a record for contribu
tions, with 1,401 pledges totalling
$51,254- Most of the contributions
were given to the alumni association's
scholarship fund. The phonathon was
conducted by UAH students.
Organizations supporting the
phonathon included Alpha Tau
Omega, the Black Students'
Association, UAH's College
of Nursing, Delta Zeta, the
Interfratemity Council,
Kappa Delta,
Pi Kappa
Alpha
and
Sigma
Nu.
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Class
NOTES
Ann Whitaker, '68 M.S., physics, of
Huntsville, has been elected a
fellow of the
American
Institute of
Aeronautics and
Astronautics. She
is director of the
Science
Directorate at
NASA's Marshall
Space Flight
Center. She and
Ann Whitaker
her husband, John,
have one daughter, Leann.
Jeanette VanderMeer, '73 B.S.,
nursing, of Tuscaloosa, is an assistant
professor in the Capstone College
of Nursing at The University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa, and was a
Democratic candidate for the
Alabama House of Representatives,
District 63. She has a Master's degree
from the University of Colorado and
a Ph.D. from The University of
Alabama at Birmingham.
Evan L. Powell, '79 B.A., political
science, of Huntsville, is manager of
Data Storage Center, a Huntsville
company that stores computer tapes
and other media and files for local
businesses.
Dr. Marc Bendickson, '80 Ph.D.,
electrical and computer engineering,
of Huntsville, was named the IEEE
professional of the year by the

Huntsville Section of
IEEE. Bendickson has
been CEO of Dynetics
since 1989, when he
led an employee
buyout of the
company.
Greg Lester, '85
M.S., electrical
engineering, of
Huntsville, has
been named
manager of the
newly created
Missile Defense
Systems Division
of Dynetics, an
engineering,
research, and
development
company based in
Huntsville.

promoted to vice president, group
accounting officer at Regions Bank,
Huntsville.
William M. Whyte, '91 B.S.,
accounting, of Harvest, has been
promoted to vice president and chief
financial officer at Camber Corp.,
Huntsville.
Marc Bendickson

Cindy Griner, '92 M.S., electrical
engineering, of
Huntsville, is the
new manager of
Dynetics' Systems
Analysis &
Engineering
Department.

Greg Lester

R. Scott Seeley, '85 B.S., finance,
of Huntsville, has been promoted to
executive vice president at Regions
Bank, Huntsville.
Melvin R. Carruth, '89 M.S.,
physics, of Gurley, has been
appointed deputy manager of the
Materials, Processes, and
Manufacturing Department in the
Engineering Directorate at Marshall
Space Flight Center.
Dianne U. Rhodes, '89 B.S.,
finance, of Meridianville, has been

S e n dL u s y o u r

Andrew N.
Kattos, '92 B.S.,
finance, of
Cindy Griner
Huntsville, has been promoted to
senior vice president of First
Commercial Bank in Huntsville. He
recently earned a master's degree from
the Louisiana State University School
of Banking.
James F. Miller, '93
M.S., operations
research, of Madison,
was recently
promoted to manager
of the Systems
Analysis &
Engineering
Department at
Dynetics.

Elizabeth Pollard Hancock, '95
B.A., history, has completed her
doctorate at Emory University and
has accepted a faculty position at
Gainesville College in Georgia.
Mark J. Winghart, '95 M.S.,
industrial and systems engineering,
of Huntsville, has been promoted
to program manager at Analytical
Services, Inc., for the Army's
Simulation, Training and
Instrumentation Command, Targets
Management Office.
Charletha Carr, '98 B.S, nursing,
of Huntsville, has earned a Master's
degree in communicative sciences
and disorders from Alabama A&M
University. A registered nurse, she
has accepted a position as a speech
language pathologist at Sunbridge
Rehabilitation Center in Rome, Ga.
Laurie S. Sullivan, '00 B.S.,
marketing, of Madison, is a personal
banker for AmSouth Bank in
Huntsville.

Obituaries

James Miller

Charudatta Varadkar, '01 M.S.,
computer science, 40, of Owens
Cross Roads, died March 3. A
software developer at Smith
Advanced Technology, he was also
a lecturer and Ph.D. student in the
Computer Science Department at
UAH. He is survived by his wife,
Purva, and daughter, Isha, both of
Owens Cross Roads.

Have you won an award, changed jobs, earned a promotion, or
completed another degree? Your UAH classmates would like to know!
Send us your news and we 11 publish it in the next issue. News may be
submitted online at www.uah.edu. Click on Alumni and Friends and
fill out the 'address change' form. Or complete and mail the form
below to: Alumni News, 131 Alumni House, Huntsville, AL 35899.

Full Name (include maiden name if applicable):

Business Address:
Business phone: (

Graduation year(s) and majors:

)

Business e-mail:

Home address:
Your spouses's full name:.
City

Home telephone number: (

State

)

Home e-mail address:

Position/title:
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_a promotion:?

Is your spouse a UAH graduate?
If yes, grad year(s) and majors: _
Other news:

Place of Employment:

Is this.

Zip

a new employer?

. yes

no

Alumni association
adds insurance,
telephone partners

UAH Alumni Director April Harris has earned a
Steuben Apple for Teaching Excellence from the
Council for Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE), in Washington, D.C. One of the organiza
tion's highest honors, the apple is awarded to
speakers who are ranked as outstanding by partici
pants at 10 or more CASE national conferences, a
milestone that represents years of teaching. Harris
is a CASE best-selling author and speaks on the
subjects of her books: special events management,
and academic etiquette and protocol.

Liberty Mutual Insurance and Maximum
Benefits Co. are now partners with the
UAH Alumni Association, offering UAH
graduates discounted rates on insurance and
long distance telephone service.
Liberty Mutual Insurance will offer life
and personal property and casualty coverage,
including automobile, homeowners and
renters insurance.
Maximum Benefits Co. offers discounted
long distance telephone rates for 4.9 cents
per minute, as well as toll free number
service and Internet access for $14.95 per
month.
Both partnerships generate revenue for
the alumni association, which is used to
provide programs and services — including
publication of the UAH Alumni News.
Information about the programs is
available on the web at www.uah.edu. Click
on 'alumni and friends,' then select from the
menu bar.

Have you been framed?
Your UAH diploma speaks volumes about you, about your credentials, about what you have
accomplished, and about what you are prepared to accomplish. Display
it with pride in these double matted, Italian hardwood frames. We use
true conservation archival-quality matboard that exceeds Library of
Congress standards for document preservation. Makes a great gift for
the new graduate. Three styles from which to choose and three
frame sizes:
Bachelor's degree frame: $115
Master's degree frame: $120

Prestige

Ph.D. frame: $130

Questions? Call (256) 824-2779
Classic
To order, call the UAH Bookstore at (256) 824-6600,
or send the completed order form and check or money
order to: UAH Bookstore, University Center, 301
Sparkman Drive, Huntsville, AL 35899.

Windsor

Name:

. Year of Graduation:

Address:
City:_

State:

Credit Card Number:
(VISA, MasterCard, Discover or American Express)
Make checks payable to UAH Bookstore

Zip:_
. Exp. Date:_

Authorized Signatures
*Shipping & Handling: FREE
Frame Selection (circle one): Bachelor's
Master's
Style (circle one): Windsor
Prestige Classic

Ph.D.

Please allow two weeks for delivery • DO NOT SEND YOUR DIPLOMA

Dodging bullets
by Gary Smith
Executive assistant to the president
Election year sessions of the Alabama Legislature are
often challenging and chaotic. The 2002 session certainly
held to that tradition. Several issues surfaced that could have
hurt UAH. Thankfully, we staved off the most damaging.
Frequently that is the situation in the legislature. We
spend more time trying to kill bad bills than we do trying
to pass good ones.
Several bills were of particular concern. A "tag tax" bill
would have put an additional $15 tax burden on individuals
buying certain (but not all) specialty license plates, including
UAH tags. Anyone buying a tag to support UAH's
scholarship fund would have paid an extra $15 fee — to
support prisons. Efforts to show legislators the harm this bill
would have done to UAH's scholarship program were
instrumental in its defeat.
A proposed constitutional amendment sponsored by Rep.
Hank Sanders would have required the state to provide "an
adequate and equitable public education." In reality, this
amendment had the potential to destroy funding for public
universities.
Working with other institutions, we blocked this proposal
in committee. This was a particular concern due to the
recent battle to maintain fairness in times of budget cuts.
Higher education's state funding has been slashed in
recent years, and hasn't recovered from drastic cuts imposed
since the mid-1990s. Last year we fought in court —
ultimately to the Alabama Supreme Court — to keep Gov.
Don Siegelman and the legislature from laying the burden
of proration on higher education alone. As a result, proration
is borne by all of education, as is required by state law. The
proposed amendment would have reversed the Supreme
Court decision, putting higher education in harm's way.
A third bill sought to repeal a law requiring state
institutions to charge double the in-state tuition rate for
out-of-state students. UAH, Auburn, UAT and UAB worked
together to stop this bill.
Sen. Gerald Dial sponsored this legislation on behalf of
institutions seeking to bolster sagging enrollment by allowing
out-of-state students to pay in-state tuition. When tuition
income at those institutions dropped they would have asked
the state to compensate for lost out-of-state tuition, in
essence asking the state to subsidize their out-of-state
students.
This bill was unfair. Out-of-state students should not
enjoy the same benefits as Alabama taxpayers.
These issues will be back again, possibly as early as
2003.1 use the UAH Legislative E-mail List to ask our
friends to contact legislators, giving UAH supporters timely
opportunities to be involved in an efficient and effective
way. If you would like to become part of this group, please
send an e-mail to: smithgd@uah.edu, or log onto
http://www.uah.edu/admin/govrel and click on the
"Subscribe to our List Serve" link.
Several legislators were especially supportive of UAH this
year. Please thank Rep. Richard Lindsey, chairman of the
House Ways and Means, Education Fund Committee, Sen.
Tom Butler, Sen. JeffEnfinger, Rep. John Rogers, Rep. Mike
Hubbard, and Rep. Tim Parker. Their addresses can be found
on the legislative website at www.legislature.state.al.us
In addition to his other duties, Gary
Smith is UAH's chief legislative liaison.
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